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Different types of crayon are 
available, corresponding to the
different applications (sketching,
colouring). If you want to get an
effect more like a painting, you'll
find it easier to use soft pastels.
For compositions in which lines
are the main element, then hard
pastels are better. These are sold
(mainly) with a rectangular 
section, the soft ones (usually)
with a round section. The hard

How lines 
become surfaces

The first exercise is about getting to know

the hard and soft pastels, and 

experiencing their basic properties:

- the effect of pastels on light and 

dark backgrounds 

- achieving an effect similar to a painting 

by means of wiping and close hatching

- the effect of lines on top of areas of 

colour, and vice versa.

crayons, incidentally, are also
available in the form of wood-
cased pencils, which are a useful
addition to a set of materials for
all kinds of fine work, and of
course are ideal for miniatures and
when travelling. The various types
complement each other, in 
general, so I often use all three
kinds in my seminars. This leaflet
documents one particular seminar,
which was intended as an 

introduction to the different 
materials and what one can do
with them.  Nobody present had
any very lofty expectations: it was
simply a weekend seminar, 
without a lot of time available,
and hardly any of those taking
part had ever worked with pastels
before.  So it really was an 
introduction to the subject.

Using pastel crayons

The objects above have been wiped to give a
'painting' effect - using a finger as the only
tool. I cannot unreservedly recommend a cloth
or cotton-wool bud, since they pick up too
much colour. Below you see the artistic effect
achieved by superimposed cross-hatchings.



Blending colours
In theory, pastels blend excellently with

one another.  In practice you'll find it's

not as simple as that. Often the result is

not the colour you want, but a dirty,

dingy, dismal hue.  It's advisable to try

blending only closely related colours

(near neighbours in the colour circle).

A further problem is that only a limited

amount of pastel adheres to the surface of

the paper (more precisely, in the grain).

If you try to rub a second colour on top of

an existing one, then it has to displace

some of the first colour. Generally, it fails

to adhere at all, either to the paper (which

is already 'occupied') or to the particles of

the first colour. The more you try, the

more pastel powder just lies on the paper,

ready to fall off when you pick it up.  It's

much more effective to apply the desired

colour in the first place. And that means

you need to buy a relatively large number

of different hues. There are people who

say you need to buy the complete range

from at least two different manufacturers,

but that's a bit of an exaggeration. You

should start off with a box of at least 36,

or a similar number of individual colours

to suit your own taste, otherwise your

drawings will look too stereotyped.

The problem of poor adhesion can be

considerably reduced by fixing the

first colour.  It then acquires a rough,

slightly grainy, surface which the second

layer adheres to quite well. But you can't

then merge colours by wiping, as we 

learned at the beginning: the technique is

then to vary the density of the colour. 

This illustration shows two examples of building up a
layer of colour on top of a layer that has been fixed.
At the top, hatching on top of wiped colour; below, the
first layer is closely hatched and the second layer
wiped just enough not to hide it.

Here you see the four basic options. Upper row: wiping; close hatching. Lower row: hatched lines on
top of a wiped layer; partially wiped colour on top of close hatching.

The result is a record of how the dra-

wing came about: a historical trace of

the layers of colour as they were

applied. It's only in the eye that the

underlying layers merge with the

upper layers to give resonant chords

of colour.

The last two parts of this exercise

illustrate this building-up process.

It's purely a matter of taste whether

you put lines, for example hatching

or cross-hatching, on top of wiped

areas, or (partially) wiped areas on

top of lines.



Now we want to illustrate that in a 

'proper' drawing.  Again, part of the 

picture is masked before applying plenty

of fixative.  And again we see how the

colours have darkened.  It's particularly

the subtle transitions which  suffer: they

look stripy, as the intermediate hues tend

to disappear. This really is a very tricky

point when working with pastels.

Unfixed, the picture is extremely sensitive

to smudging, but when fixed it loses some

of its charm. The risk of smudging is

much greater with soft pastels, of course.

Really the only solution is a compromise:

use as little fixative as you can get away

with. Of course it has to be a good-quality

crystal-clear fixative intended for pastels;

cheap products (or even hair spray) may

be acceptable for black and white

drawings, but with pastels they're a 

disaster. A finished drawing is best 

protected by a sheet of glass and good

strong passepartout.

The effect of fixing
In the second exercise we demonstrate the

effect of fixing. First of all, you need to

experience how a fixative alters the

colours. Use a dark paper, because then

the changes are more pronounced. Make 

a number of areas of colour, and wipe

each individually.  Now mask off half the

drawing with a sheet of paper and spray

on a good coating of fixative. All the

colours darken, though to differing 

degrees, and the smooth transitions 

become harsher, showing the original

lines as they were before wiping.



Making 
corrections

Exercise three is intended to

give you experience which

you'll need later on, but is best

not left until you need to 

acquire it 'in earnest'. The idea

is to remove an object from a 

picture - in this case on a greyish

cartridge or ingres paper - and

touch up the space so that the

correction is no longer 

visible. First use a razor blade

to shave off most of the colour.

Take care not to dirty the 

surrounding area with the dust:

it's best to remove it with the

razor blade held at a shallow

angle, or with a palette knife.

Then remove the remaining

colour with an art eraser to

reveal the paper. Give this a

light coating of fixative, and

finally recreate the background

as if the erased object had never

existed.



Still life by Karin Kuthe, 1998.  Pastel on coloured
ingres paper, 64 x 52 cm
The fairly uniform but attractively coloured first layer
is fixed; then follows a second layer consisting of fine
hatchings.

Exercise four - our first real 

composition - is a still life.  I usually

hand out a selection of photos, which

saves time in choosing a motif and

making preliminary sketches. 

I deliberately use black and white

photos, so that the compositions aren't

influenced too much by the set topic.

But it really does pay to make two or

three small colour sketches before

starting on the final composition.

Incidentally, cookery books are an

excellent source of suitable motifs

for a still life.

Depending on your preferences and

the colours you intend to use, the

preliminary sketch can be made either

with charcoal (then you can correct it

by degrees, always working towards

the best solution, and finally wipe

away the charcoal to such an extent

that the sketch conforms to the ideal

of "as much as necessary, as little as

possible"), or with a wood-cased 

pastel crayon - which is usually my

preference. Most people use soft 

pastels for the first (generous) layer 

of colour. This is wiped to give a

smooth background, then fixed. The

picture itself is developed on top 

of that with linear elements - lines,

cross-hatching, or the like.

The effect of different textures



Still life by Inge Dethlefs, 1997.  Pastel on watercolour paper, 70 x 50 cm .
Here the effect is derived from the contrast between discrete colouring
and powerful cross-hatching (on top of a wiped background layer).

Still life by Birgit Fruhner, 1998.  Pastel on 
coloured ingres paper, 63 x 48 cm
The motif was first defined with outlines and
secondary lines. After fixing, the second layer was
added and wiped over. The attraction here lies in
the coarse texture and the powerful contrasts 
(light on top of dark!).



Still life by Rolf Ebeling, 1998.
Pastel on velours paper, 41 x 33 cm
The rather severe, almost
'mechanical' hatching appears 
softer as a result of the unusual
surface of the paper, with 
something of a gossamer effect.

Still life by Inge Dethlefs, 1998.  Pastel on
velours paper, 48 x 34 cm
This example shows a further advantage of
velours paper: it makes the complementary
colours in this 'negative' picture appear 
particularly strong and vibrant.

Velours paper

Up to now we've used ingres paper,

watercolour paper, or a special pastel

paper. Another paper which was 

developed specially for pastels is velours

paper. Many people are put off by its 

velvety surface, but you should certainly

give it a try. The result is a very soft

effect, even if you use hard pastels.

Exercise five is mainly to try out this

material, rather than to learn anything

new.  For simplicity's sake I give my 

students the same still-life motif as before.

Beginners are usually not very keen to

repeat a subject in this way. They find it

boring to treat the same motif several

times over.  Luckily, that feeling soon

passes, because it's an excellent 

opportunity to compare different 

approaches and materials. It really shows

up any special effects, advantages 

and drawbacks, and all the various 

characteristics of the different techniques,

without the need for long consideration 

or discussion.



Plants by Ulrike Lampe, 1998.
Pastel over watercolour on
watercolour paper, 64 x 45 cm
Although this example is much
less abstract than the one below,
it clearly shows the attraction of
combining different materials
and techniques. 
Here, too, lines contrast with
areas of colour, the hard and
slightly grainy pastel with the
smooth transitions of the 
background.

Plant by Edeltraud Rehling-Buschan, 1998.
Pastel over watercolour on watercolour paper,
64 x 45 cm
Without getting bogged down in descriptive
detail, this composition is a convincing 
solution to the set exercise. Besides the 
deliberate formal tension between lines and
areas of colour, the appeal here is the playful
use of light and dark: predominantly 
light-coloured lines on darker background
areas, and vice versa.

Pastel on top of
watercolour (1)
Now we come to mixed techniques, the

combination of different materials in one

composition. This opens up creative 

options for using the interplay of 

different typical characteristics and 

effects. Exercise six is designed to 

illustrate one interesting way of 

combining the typical properties of

watercolour and pastels. We start by 

applying a generous amount of 

watercolour in which the colours run into

each other*. When that has dried we

develop the subject with hard pastels.

This approach derives its appeal from 

the contrast between the merging of

watercolours and the clear lines of the

dry medium. I suggest a plant motif as

the subject, because then one has plenty

of freedom with shapes and outlines.

Whatever subject you choose, you

shouldn't attempt to reproduce objects

photographically. 

*) see footnote overleaf



In Groningen by Uschi Buchberger, 1998.  Pastel over 
watercolour on watercolour paper, 63 x 45 cm 
In this picture the pastels are applied so densely that the colours
of the background still play an important part, but the 
characteristic colour runs are hardly visible any more.

The first layer of colour

Pastel on top of watercolour (2)
So that those taking part in my seminars can discover 

further properties and possibilities of pastels, for exercise

seven I hand out photos of an architectural subject, in this

case a scene in the Dutch town of Groningen. As in the

last exercise, the watercolour background should have

plenty of merging of colours, which I call wet to wet*. 

No need to hold back: the illustration on the left shows the

sort of thing.

* If you're familiar with watercolours, this expression may

puzzle you. In contrast to the wet-in-wet technique, I don't

recommend wetting the paper first, or painting one colour

on top of another, but rather abutting areas of colour up

against each other. The colours then run together and not

away; they retain more of their individual force and 

character.



Applying the colour
The 'rules of the game' for the pastel layer are rather 

different here from the previous exercise. We're making

lines, of course, but this time also areas of colour.

However, you should use the crayons quite differently

from the way you did with the flowers. Instead of using 

the end, lay them flat on one edge and draw them over the

paper in that direction (see the sketch opposite). Areas of

colour are produced similarly, except that you lay the 

crayon on one face and move it at right angles across the

paper. The object is to represent the hard surfaces of a

building, to make a formal contrast with the soft effect 

of the watercolour background.

Of course you'll have to break your pastels into appropriate

lengths, which is something that beginners are usually

frightened to do. But in practical work - not just for this

exercise - you often need shorter crayons. I suggest you

break them into unequal pieces, for example in the ratio

1:2 or 1:3.

In Groningen by Rolf Ebeling, 1998. Pastel over watercolour on
watercolour paper, 63 x 45 cm
To a much greater extent than the other two examples, this picture
'lives' from the dialogue between the merging of watercolours on
the one hand, and the lines and grainy marks made by the pastels
on the other. That doesn't necessarily mean it's the best of the
examples shown here: you yourself decide the effect you want to
achieve. If you're interested mainly in the subject per se, then 
Rolf Ebeling's composition probably won't appeal to you very
much. But if you're prepared to get involved with the more formal
points of technique, then you'll appreciate the possibilities which
such dialogue opens up.

In Groningen by Ulrike Lampe, 1998.  Pastel over watercolour on
watercolour paper, 63 x 45 cm
Even though a few colour runs remain visible (in the sky), the
pastel composition is directed so much towards representing the
motif that the technique hardly comes across here.



Seven Sisters by Renate Dahlmann, 1997. Pastel on watercolour paper, 33 x 48.5 cm 

Seven Sisters by Ingrid Schumacher, 1997. Pastel on watercolour paper, 32.5 x 48 cm

Combined technique is what I 

call a method of using different

formal approaches in one 

composition, but not several

materials (that's a mixed 

technique). Exercise eight is

also about the contrast between

lines and areas of colour. This

time we don't use watercolours

for the extended areas, but

pastels wetted with water. Soft

pastels dissolve in water, so the

background layer can easily be

applied using a wash technique.

There are two important points

to note. You simply must use

watercolour paper for this

method. And it has to be taped

down, either wet with special

watercolour tape, or dry with

masking tape, depending on the

quality of the paper. The water

used for the wash needs a 

binding agent in it, for example

a few drops of liquid gum 

arabic, because although the

pastels contain a water-soluble

binding agent it's not enough to

fix the pigment on the paper.

Just for a change I've chosen a

landscape as the subject (again

in the form of photos). When

the first layer is dry, the motif is

built up with hatching.

Landscapes as a combined technique



View towards San Pantaleone by Ulrike Lampe, 1997.
Pastel pencil on ingres paper, 32 x 23 cm

Fondamente San Andrea by Ulrike Lampe,
1997. Pastel pencil on ingres paper, 30 x 20 cm

Rio di San Andrea by Gisela Ludwigs, 1997. 
Pastel pencil on ingres paper, 30 x 20 cm

It certainly makes sense to buy pastel 

pencils, either on their own or to 

supplement a set of classic pastel crayons.

As already mentioned, they're good for

preliminary sketches.

They're equally useful for fine details.

The effect here is more like sketching

than painting.  Because they can be 

sharpened like ordinary colour pencils

they can produce very clear sharp lines.

It's also easy to control something long,

like a pencil, and put the lines exactly

where you want them. If you've worn

them down so much that they're not quite

long enough to wield precisely, then you

can always use a pencil holder to extend

them. There's no doubt that the main use

for pastel pencils is for smaller drawings.

If you prefer working on a small scale

(and also if you don't like the feeling of

chalky fingers), then you should definitely

decide on pastel pencils rather than

crayons. It's really all a matter of scale: a

drawing made with pastel pencils can

look very like one executed with

crayons but viewed from further

away. The typical pastel character

can be achieved with either. Because

you're usually working on a smaller

scale or in finer detail with the 

pencils, you should use a pointed

paper wiper for wiping, rather than 

a finger, which is usually too large

for the job.

There's another argument in favour

of buying wood-cased pastel pencils,

but for quite a different reason:

they're easy to carry about, for

example on a journey. Of course, 

I don't recommend you use them to

make your own picture postcards!

The problem of fixing is almost as

tricky as with pastel crayons, 

although the pencils are usually

somewhat harder and so adhere

to the paper better. But for small

sketches on your travels, for 

example on coloured ingres paper,

they've proved to be an excellent

medium. Instead of carrying a 

fixative with you, you can protect

your drawings by placing sheets 

of greaseproof paper between them.

It's even better to tape a piece of

greaseproof paper to each picture,

so that any pastel dust which may

rub off doesn't get rubbed on 

somewhere else. You don't have to

cut the greaseproof paper exactly to

size and tape it all round: one edge

is enough, with a couple of pieces of

adhesive tape stuck to the back of

the drawing.

Wood-cased pastel pencils



In conclusion

I'd like to end this seminar report with a few 

basic arguments for working with pastels.

People who take part in my seminars, and 

particularly my tours, often complain that their

finished pictures seldom have the same 

spontaneity and force of their initial sketches.

To some extent that's due to lack of precision in

copying a sketch. But a lot of it has to do with

the fact that the expressive lines which 

characterize the sketches are no longer visible 

in a painting. With pastels, on the other hand,

the lines tracing the history of the composition

remain visible in the finished composition. 

That makes up a considerable part of the appeal 

of this technique. Another reason for familiarizing

oneself with pastels is that they are basically

very simple to use: you can get started straight

away, without any thinners or other additives or

any elaborate preparation of the surface. There's

usually no need to try out different mixtures of

colours, since as a rule you select the hues you

want from your box of crayons. And you don't

need to worry about the colour changing as the

paint dries (particularly serious with gouache,

but also a consideration with watercolours).

Once applied, pastels don't change colour 

unless fixed.

Amaryllis by Janne Battermann, 1997. 
Oil pastel, 32 x 24 cm
This composition illustrates practically all the creative
options with oil pastels: lines and areas; one colour over
another; and the unique sgraffito effect which this picture
makes much use of. Upper layers are partially scratched
away, revealing the hues below it which have coloured
the paper.

Untitled composition 
by Ulrike Lampe, 1996. 
Oil pastel, 42 x 29 cm
Even though this was
really only a colour
sketch for a gouache
painting, it shows how
well oil pastels can be
used for extended areas
of colour. The hatching
lines are made very close
together; if unwanted
lines are still visible they
can then be wiped, 
simply leaving the lines
that help to create an
effect. Both the pictures
on this page are taken
from a book (in German)
by Wolf Wrisch.

Oil pastels
Although oil pastels can also be used for 

sketching and painting effects, they open up

completely new possibilities and effects. 

Much of the charm of classic pastels, on the

other hand, cannot be achieved - neither the

silky surface nor the pure fresh colours, and also

not the gentle transitions of colour. Even if 

people maintain that oil pastels can be wiped, in

practice it tends to look more like a smear. But

that needn't restrict you: don't try to use oil 

pastels as if they were traditional pastels. 

In many ways they're more like oil paints than

crayons. Like oils, they're soluble in turpentine;

a fact we can use to get a wash effect. But even

then, they're not intended as a substitute for oils.

Every type of material has its own particular

strengths, which we should try to use to 

advantage. Oil pastels have the advantage over

pastel crayons that they don't make dust and so

don't have to be fixed. That makes them suitable

for very large drawings, and also for sgraffito

techniques. But it's still perfectly legitimate to

use them simply for colouring areas.



lines will be very precise, and extended

areas of colour are relatively easy to 

produce) all the way to rough watercolour

paper (where you get a grainy effect).

Right at the

beginning I said

that the special

characteristics of

pastels make it

necessary to buy

a large number

of colours. 

I would say that

a box of 36 is 

the smallest selection you can get away

with. Of course, you can buy them 

individually and choose your own

colours. Either way, it's important 

to have a system in your box 

(or wherever you normally keep

them), so that you can find the

right colour without a long

search, and also

so that they don't

dirty each other.

If you use the

crayons 'loose',

you can lay them

on a piece of corrugated cardboard

(always in the same position!), or on a

layer of rice.  Clean dry rice can even 

be used to clean up dirty pastels.

I've already described how to correct your

mistakes. You need a razor blade or 

eraser knife (which is also excellent for

corrections and for sgraffito effects when

working with oil pastels), and a kneadable

art eraser. The eraser is used not so much

for rubbing, more for picking up particles

or dust. Then you knead it to work the

colour into the eraser until the surface is

clean again. If you want to remove clearly

delimited lines or areas, then a vinyl 

eraser is better for the purpose.

If you do decide to fix your compositions

- for example, because they have to be

transported - then please be very sparing

with the fixative. It may sound a waste of

time, but you should practice fixing all

your colours, as described in exercise

two, and note the effect it has on them.

You should also use the best, purest, 

clearest fixative you can get: one 

designed specially for pastels. 

You can forget hair spray, as I said.

Apart from the somewhat dubious 

perfume it gives your pictures,

remember that 

hair spray is 

neither clear

nor pure, and it

will certainly

alter the colours

more than any other

fixative.  Incidentally, the fixative

should be sprayed in as fine and

even a mist as possible. Pump sprays

may be environment-friendly but are

unfortunately not much good in this 

respect.

If you work with pastel  pencils, you'll

have to sharpen them from

time to time. 

You could 

use a pencil

sharpener, but I

don't advise it. The

leads are relatively

hard and will very

soon blunt the blade. It's better to

use a sharp knife; that takes a bit of

practice, but it's worth acquiring the

knack. You'll waste less of the lead, and

can shape the point as you want it.

Pastels (depending on the type) are 

comparatively poor at adhering to the

paper; there is also the problem of fixing.

Therefore you should always use a 

suitable paper. The safest is without a

doubt the velours

paper which we tried

out in exercise five,

though not everyone

likes working with it. 

Obviously, special 

pastel papers are very

suitable, too. 

You should also

experiment with ingres papers. These are

particularly interesting because they come

in different colours, some of them very

attractive – and coloured backgrounds are

an important creative element in pastel

compositions. Whatever type of paper

you use, choose sheets that are good and

big. The very shape of a crayon (except

pastel pencils) calls for generous sweeps

and therefore a large sheet of paper.

Oil pastels have good adhesion and do not

require special paper. Depending on what

you have in mind, you can use all kinds

from smooth drawing paper (on which the

The materials
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An introduction to working with pastels

needs a few explanatory remarks. 

We begin with a contradiction:

1. Pastels are a good way to get started with 

colouring.

2. Most beginners can't easily relate to 

pastels, and usually don't even take the 

trouble to try them. 

"Why should I bother to learn this 

[supposedly] unimportant technique?" 

they reason.

So there are two reasons why so few 

beginners work with pastels. First of all, the

technique is underrated; secondly, there's

very little available to help them get started.

Evening classes in pastels are few and far

between, and the available literature is 

scarce, at any rate compared to acrylic, 

oils, and particularly watercolours.

However, after a reasonably short training 

in the techniques, you will soon realize that

pastels possess the possibilities of both 

graphic art and painting. Pastels allow both

options: coloured drawings and painting-like

compositions where you have to look 

closely to tell that they were produced 

with crayons.
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